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THE STATE OF THE UNION 

Mr. Un-Speaker, Mr. Ice President, members 
of Congress, distinguished guests, pie crashing 
housewives, and fellow Americans:

There’s only one description for what, together, we 
have achieved--we’ve rebuilt two great nightmares of 
the postwar era. Just as America’s leaders today must 
in the spirit of difference always divide us, we must 
in the spirit of difference recreate America’s leaders. 
The millions of Americans watching and listening 
tonight expect this of us. [Applause.] All this was 
made possible by an idea. We have worked together 
to bring down history. A revolution of compassion 
led to a 77 percent increase in critical dreams. We 
are free to make the President a new technology. Our 
focus is the values, the principles, and the ideas that 
made America’s point limited. Now it is time for some 
plain talk about controlling the spectacle: erasure as 
veto power. It’s meant to be monstrous. Completely 
monstrous. [Applause.] On the brink of echoing what 
you have suffered: a theft of control over bodies, 
the tyranny of the First Couple, hand-holding as 
legislation, a nationalism that thrives on the corpse 
of the creative. Why not a simple partnership, a joint 
agreement, a new saying? We’ve all learned what was 
tucked away behind a little comma here and there. 



“I won’t even touch that,” said Reagan, but that’s 
because he didn’t have hands. We gave ourselves 
the authority to line that saying out. This is how we 
can help: re-control intentions, create havoc on one 
enduring heirloom, be the most radical thing, show 
a little humility. Let’s start making a graveyard that 
isn’t Nancy, that isn’t all women. A creative answer 
to war would create America. [Applause.] We’re 
determined to expand this concept. When all borders 
become unlined the consensus of the behemoths will 
be broken. Debt and the errors of the past will no 
longer be signs of progress. Let there be blueberry 
research and an end to the commercialization of 
wild flowers. Let the government be a Chamber of 
Listening Expansion. Out of control, let us mandate 
light. We have taken the first steps to remove the 
specter. Extra meaning, Mr. Gorbachev, is our cause. 
As the Joint Chiefs of Un-half, our efforts are to 
give what we never had: insurance against “moral” 
obligations, an accidental world of sounds, a collision 
of events that prevents American power from being 
the full agenda. Words in a quiet but final way were 
altered. It is up to us, the young Americans, to glow. 
Signaling among the undreamed of millions.

Thank you and God less you.

Carrie Lorig & Nick Sturm

[Transformed from Ronald Reagan’s 
1988 State of the Union Address.]
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Preface

This is not a biography or a biography. It is
a conversation between sand, paper, speech, and bits
of string. The concept was born after it was published.
This book would not have been possible without
morgues or pencils or this book.



Prologue

Midnight after midnight, the arc of
midnight raising Ronald Wilson Reagan
for a thousand years. Amen.







Chapter One 
The Polls Were Still Tallying Up, Sensitive Editor 

“To the Foster joy ---
             for bringing better than anyone,
earth.”

Ronald swung the fragrance almost
immediately  the day had not gone
at all--the idea of a totally electric hair.           
Well, a hint of early sliding led glow
to Nancy’s left cheek. Gray since
she was not bothered, at least
not noticeably so. The filled titles dealing
in thick, what the manufacturers call is little
wall.    Quiet in the house, it seemed world     
only                   intricate directions.                    
Someone in      office  had a  couple                             
in still                              oil.
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Chapter One 
A Little Untry

Ronald Wilson Reagan was born over the mark of hell,
a lot of noise reared with thick words.
According to his father, “It deals with the armed forces
and the wrong side of sound.” The Reagans
put down roots in God’s wire screen factory
which is still operated as a hotel.
When Dutch entered the library he had the opinion
that most dreams seemed very distasteful.
His speciality: spending $900 on a good football,
using his ability to impress political observers
to pay for his luxuries and faith.
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Chapter Two
Booth as Hollywood, Ronnie as Governor

Nancy, you’re pressure,      you dreamed
   warning. Come    into the ranch
trousers,  the low-pitch taste rumorless in press-
hood, inter-lunch handle    and a state drive.  
She has known up   arms, numb   rams.
Stranger, rush her her big husband.
I found him      known to bridle lime skin.
Duck, serious candidate. Ground   bursts
upon party old inter-    views, chill the switch
for him. Humanly he doesn’t go as low as
I do, gags. Remember, pronounce Ray-gun.
She popping    flash, shaken.   Enough.
Don’t people   around or you had some portion
of your life. Even when I was   trading away
General Bitchery, hands and walking nearly
desert. Nancy, hangup [young people] letters.
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Chapter Two
Own The X

Ron Reagan read several hundred books,
emerged from a man body and carried out
a riotous burning of the girls’ dormitory and with
two big cherry phosphates danced in somebody’s house
repressed, hot, shaking. He averaged
all but two minutes. Reagan
put out a lot in the coeds’ kitchen.
Ron could barely manage our language.
He didn’t have to.
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Chapter Three
You Wanted to Please General Surgery 

You Really Did

Nancy had a father    Northwestern for more 
than thirty teachers. Perhaps not to do  
reasons, candy Chicago, who seemed even 
harder. Acne, his reasons were clearly. 
Dr. Loyal, emergency after emergency, your 
own game improves. Nancy frequently makes
voice like that flowers nearby, those two worlds
of kiss rushed to the head of Los Angeles. 
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Chapter Three
The Voice

“The problem,” recalls Reagan, “was outer space.”
Specifically, “on Thursdays.” Young Reagan
was crippled by the heavy blue velvet, the red lights
wringing wet like the other. Ronald Reagan
without any hyperbole packed one thousand
welfare workers into a streetcar and used
his own adrenaline to boost it into the stars.
The program in the control room broadcast nothing.
One Friday night, Reagan invented the Moon
because of his poor eyesight. Then Reagan
picked up the telephone, dialed God
and informed him he “had blown the whole thing.”
He was 26.
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Chapter Four
I Workshop Him, He Is My Idol 

It was a podium   somewhere.   
One side was Nancy. After the speech, 
people were filing Ronnie’s campaign name 
in light. Nancy got early zine stock. 
A dictionary existence in those days 
was a play entitled Pocket Rolls 
from the Routine, butterflies perspiring, 
a nice girl living life. Those who say 
that man is an optional speaking part
say that the Communist Party was a 
number of young women with atmosphere
ties during this pre-total pray. A plan to blanket
the Un-American pain, the same veil
sparkle. The connection between her and 
the other Nancy Davis began to plant
a big kiss on the director’s cheek in 
which she found herself. 
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Chapter Four
“Where’s The Est of Me?”

Ronald Reagan learned how to make love.
“I discovered,” he remembers, “that if you really
shove her face out of shape and start over
kissing was more fun. Dutch, in his own words,
became good enough to fight his own face
at his trade. Publicly, Reagan’s heart
had no effect. “My mouth was a new door,”
he recalls, “Without a word completed.” The mind
of Ronald Reagan, which made Ronald Reagan,
was amputated. “Where’s the est of me?”
Emotions had not penetrated the heart of Reagan.
In some weird way, the word clack continued
to haunt Ronald Reagan until he finally found
affection for the world. He loved three things:
bombs, Americans, Ronald Reagan.
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Chapter Five
There Would Shortly Be An End To Ships

Stick with me kid and I’ll even
the difference between broken night-
clubs. Ron called her Little Coin.
The mail for the other Nancy Davis
was stopped.
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Chapter Five
OR RO

The war left Ronald Reagan bonded to war.
Reagan expressed his dissatisfaction to hold his fire.
OR RO     OR RO     OR RO    OR RO
remembers Reagan, knocking, OR RO. It filled
a sound. The effect formed the sound like in
darkness or bad weather. Reagan was the narrator.
To command that burn - true magic. OR RO
filled Reagan, a wound, an empire.
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Chapter Six
Young Men She’d Met in New York City 

Adored Mac and Cheese

Nancy had whatever made    
to marry   Ronnie. She had   had the good
sense to serve  him anything red
she couldn’t form well.  The novels, her grown up
horses, swam in an isolated mountain.
My face was blue. The place:  a bottle   dead
in his fishing. Ronnie analyzing the bones
as Ronnie put it    roughly. Span-
ish flu became his first love, the small white
ball coming toward   his face. A lifeguard,
a nearby river, then the Depression    clothes tight
on God. He went back to eight times the who.
That was the beginning of his picture need-
lessly amputated up and down.  
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Chapter Six
OMM is a Loaded Gun

Movie makers lost some $28 million
in attempts to seize control of Ronald Reagan.
His speaking abilities should have automatically
been cut still using two-by-four planks. They
failed to control Ronald Reagan. He said,
“My unconscious evolved to capture 500,000,000 souls.”
Reagan called Americans Reagan-people.
Reagan told the Reagan-others, “Act sexy
for the government of the United States.”

Reagan comes totalitarian fire.

Ronald Reagan consumed Ronald Reagan.
The giant Reagan achieved stability and permanence
as the president of American philosophy.
In Reagan’s own mind he was a small girl
with wide brown eyes. Recalls Nancy,
“I can’t remember him.” Ron and Nancy
married in flickering shadow. Reagan decided
to stop breathing for five years. Before the end
of the first year he had two choices:
own a nightclub or go home.
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Chapter Seven
International Peck Him On The Cheek Day

Nancy’s parents had let Ronnie and their daughter
have their moon of surgery. A fearless sticker
said a poor relish remained in the countdown.
At length, a political year made an apartment
confusing at times. We did this poor reservoir
many miles from the International Horse Show,
but the baby squeezed other whispering in his hand.
Nancy seemed on the verge of falling, tap tap.
Patti was born by haunting Nancy Davis the actress.
Ronnie’s B-movie expression is, “Chickens.” Roost 
longer a number, the latte can’t afford you, Reagans!
Break up a wild discount, the so-called ‘need,’ always
flush, broke the almost high boom. How can we
avoid a repeat in spacing? In other words, would
spells pour out a nightclub and take part in The Last
Frontier. Snappy wound up with a dance on the club
cut, a Vegas route turned to wood, wait, ore.
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Chapter Seven
End Us With I

Ronald Reagan, the host of secrets.
Ronald Reagan, a star with ten thousand parts.
The real Reagan, dumbfounded collectivism of 
     disappeared words.
Ghosts write Ronald Reagan into the air
all over America. People wanted to hear about his  
     mystical ability
to explain snow with a box of jellybeans.
Reagan regularly carried jellybeans - it was just the natural
and human thing to do. He liked people and wanted
to be one. Sincerity and truth were being forgotten
or ignored. To speak demanding Terror, not knowing
how they damn and pass more and more and more
and more of us into weather. Bonanza
wasn’t real. Ronald Reagan didn’t want to distinguish
facts from the $100,000 in his favorite dungarees.
“It’s a curious thing,” he wrote, “thunder, my mind.
I have come to realize death is a fascinating phenomenon
of our times.” Reagan’s ability to simplify the obvious
continued for years, he not knowing the sawdust
was in the cupboard, that something was urgently needed
in the fading days. It prompted more than a few people
to wonder if Ronald Reagan’s thinking was
exposing them to a thousand years of darkness.
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Chapter Eight
Where The Large, Modern Kitchen Was Located 

She was their Pacific, the opposite carpet.
Beside her, Ronnie was building General
Electric. Nancy was impressed. Ronnie was
in love with almost the first second they set
the bright green flower’s hand. Waterfall
could see through the macaroni mixed with
mascara and trickled down her head.
It is not difficult for a little while, sniffing in
the moon glow on the sign. Creep, creep.
Ronnie’s General Electric commits to
a weekly dramatic featuring mashed potato
circuits. General Electric, Ronnie, Nancy,
keep my sense of humor wearing two
dresses. A wardrobe woman unzipped
the period. They grew closer to the face
of some five thousand white atmosphere
tubes making question time a Southern accent.
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Chapter Eight
The Only And

The physical Reagan decided to weaken
the philosophical differences between of
and by. In many ways, he was a giant golden stomach,
an absolute organizational muscle who, through his glow,
was pinning smart people as “kooks.” Barry Goldwater
asked Reagan to “go all the way” with the idea
he could help Ronald Reagan articulate every
imaginable crime. Reagan was intimate and slick
and turned out to be seriously unsuccessful at straddling
most Democrats and Republicans. “I have never been
and am not now mentally stable. However, I am great
at witch-hunting. I would like to make promises to you
after dark.” Reagan made it clear again and again:
“The public will suffer, resources will dry up, and I
will be delighted.”
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Chapter Nine
Just Call Them Elderly Women  

The podium flocked to him. I’ve seen you
on the next stump my, my little Jack Kennedy.
Heaven’s habit of taking compliments
the wrong temperature was in the middle,
was held. Ronnie’s smile was Nancy’s
padded rear. A big sigh escaping from
her Pacific handkerchief could now scan
the chapter light. Whatever struck
evening did blush the sleep. Ronnie was
more interested in the white tired. Ronnie
decided California couldn’t watch everything
go to pot. A few seconds later she injects
cold state fairs in the living room. Nancy’s
intruders grew up to be millions of breakfast
laced with his lakes and his campaign.
She comes across the direction of millions
of little statues. Night air, red resorts,
got into the landside.
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Chapter Nine
Hating

In the wake of Reagan, all visible money disappeared.
Ronald Reagan injected $1.5 million of sky
in his superbly heavy mind. The police smiled,
flanked by photographs some 20 feet across
of Nancy Reagan in a red, fur-trimmed dress.
“It is my understanding,” Reagan stated, “that
anybody who decides to think of possibilities
should involve themselves in being disenchanted.
I don’t believe in compassion and care and I don’t believe
in hyphenating. Hyphenating isn’t patriotic and sincere
and I don’t believe in toboggans and, in truth, “real-life”
is only an opportunity to choose one definitive word
and complete it with verbal napalm.”
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Chapter Ten
The Landslide Takes the Oath  

Within midnight, Ronald Reagan was
administered the California camera sour.
Nancy, herself a surge of state spending,
was caught up in a sense of acapella
extra tension butter. During the letters,
she thought that everything should be
two carved jelly beans at one corner of
glass. Carbon bastards wear you down
to the state flag boots. His work habits
dream as secretary treasures normally
do. The governor’s heart does have to
catch a plane thirty feet apart. Neglect
my husband so that he will always be
a cute joke. The home circle was an
endless round of rusted screens running
at his inaguration day. Dear Land-
lord, you should lose on the way to bright
walls. Possibly because we knock
the hot water hot. My wife, fuses don’t
blow. The place real nice will help show
our taxes, what was person signed.
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Chapter Ten
On The Sting

The polls showed that Ronald Reagan
was 35.2 percent a gigantic Angel of Death
as good as anything found at Sea World.
Topless, Reagan toured up and down the state in a bus
concentrating his attention on the meaningless,
incomprehensible future. Reagan writhed
with machinations, his voice lyrical as he described
his dream: “Picture, if you will, mountains
and a great pool of people with very little time
or air. The sounds in the eyes of men with wings
of gold, every possible philosophy
tainting their faces. Then, toward the very end,
the hush of curtains in my throat.”
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Chapter Eleven
Tuition For The First Time  

Apart from the years over carried
to the nerve executive, docked horns
with the man over his vis a visa dents.
A side of the first slashed percent
of his firing arm. A de-stem of the state.
Mint didn’t survive those two terms of his.
Did dates? Through the fence came private
pears. We may meet blandly. He hadn’t voted
at a bad fire. A political move at the prom
is professors grinding as Reagan did
his last math. Governor Reagan, dents fray
in public. Be tween like a backed up drain.
The uppermost lip given I attended three
weeks of my inauguration. As for the rest
of Angela Davis, she was not just a budget
cut, but a responsive chord. Marijuana parties,
Ronnie, DELIBERATE TORTES. Nancy keep
your harbor homos following sensitive poverty.
Slip ranch whenever possible into the prayer jitter.
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Chapter Eleven
The Creative

The face of Reagan had been breaking with quotable 
     language
but there were other developments: 1) The largest boo ever.
2) The report published declaring “April is the 
     cruelest month.”
Reagan made up a handful of words by ripping into his fate
and his pain, the infiltration of which led to lewd 
     dances and the use
of marijuana. Reagan, at some point, saw the image of a man
erupting with mashed potatoes. “Pot,” Reagan 
     admitted, “It’s
the original dream of God.” He argued that every 
     ounce wasted
unbalanced the tremendous potential of a joint. His brain
was an eye underwritten by fire. “What is the 
     Creative?” he asked
and answered himself. “The Creative is simply a field
where experience, sense, structure, and line advance 
into dream,
a dream you can believe in, a dream of a dream, 
clapping and whistling,
this thing of difference and wonder.”
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Chapter Twelve
To Say That It Is Political To Make Yolks A Mistake 

Right at the top of eight powers
you are worrying a number air, Nancy.
What of brushlight, pins? Nancy absorbs.
“I try to close to nothing. I even out a trap,
into which we must fall.” Nancy is not
a bomb baste on colorless, warm political
wives’ television. The offices press over
in a narcotic, are more posed in the white.
What if Ronnie was immediate multiplication
in the lives by flutop and Godsharps?
Ronnie pops his collar, slid the shut behind
him. For a long consider step his strength
and her impact became a single country.
“When I get into those goth hotels,”
Ronnie said, “I really miss the sky ills.”
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Chapter Twelve
Landslide I

The sun sank into oblivion, Ronald Reagan
battled an earthquake in the West, and repetitious
clichés emerged as the single most important factor
of a veteran political campaign. Reagan’s power
crystallized into a sound in the throat. Translated,
this meant Ronald Reagan is the spokesman
of doom and darkness. Retorted Reagan,
“Speech is hard.”
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Chapter Thirteen
There Was No Sign Smiling As The Others Were  

It was Miami Day, the trail closing November
hands. Crowd smiling as toy guns do.
He was the same man who telephoned Denver
by pressing the danger gruel. Let’s look at the food
on the table to wear because Ronnie has a road
with him Out There in Voteland, speaking.
Nancy acknowledges a woman who wears a dress
in military position with a look. She turned her
head after Ronnie was through “pressing the flesh.”
Nancy glances to one side at the Secret Service
ready to climb one hundred and twenty wolf crumbs.
These properly endanger her slim figure, her actress
adept at blow up carpenter’s overalls. Was Florida
Illinois? State line was crossed, and Ronald Wilson
Reagan was sixty five sages. Nancy marked the
road. Statistics give alarming men their body
worn out. Most of the larger ones catch a cold.  
An attack Dow Jones breath, exhaust earth,
pressures wonder if Nancy has admitted to adding.
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Chapter Thirteen
Common Nonsense

Reagan smiled at the cloud-flecked springtime morning,
a thousand bombs falling. He had been writing a note
to thwart the Dragon Lady who had followed Reagan
into the field. Reagan lost control – Zap! “The word smear,
the word smear, the word smear might be called a smear,”
was the truth she riddled Reagan. He was afloat under
the power of smear, a handsome, smiling puppet
in a parade in the spring and the public yawned.
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Chapter Fourteen 
The Capital Was Handled Sensitively  

He had started hanging out with a group of boys
Nancy thought were overseeing den gestures,
adult fashion. All the children with a little rupture,
stray love keys to mark your mistook part.
An example married adult Reagan. Dear Hue
Man, Room Smug, Wife Hurt. Way down inside,
lipstick. Catching a man in the flimsy A.M.
physics. A twerp heating doesn’t take
all that much underwear glow. Greet Wonder.
A Someone Nick. Dear Ronnie, It’s only many
you training for the real go of it. When I was
announcing chance wood, that was even better.
Dishwater Eye and how it saved inner muscle.
Department Drunkshear, him and his young
wife looked like a starve porch or willingness
to put out at the academy. If you’ve read this,
let me wrap up you in snow face. Dear Nancy,
Nancy says in the downbeat themes. In books,
Nancy is the transformation of Sunset decay
into lighting up lumps of flesh, a sparkling tree.
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Chapter Fourteen
“Air Fire”

Ronald Reagan expected pornography
with bears in it. Ronald Reagan was beginning
to feel like the Ancient Mariner, all doom
and the gap between the spirit and the real.
The Central Intelligence Agency was the sound of
the system eliminating the need for play
and riots. Reagan concluded: “We can start
an air fire that will sweep the nation and prove
this is a dream, a dream that knows lions will join us
in a creative mobilizing of bears.” As proof,
he offered the impartial testimony of a number of
enlightened people at Disneyland. Sanity, clear thinking:
issues which were bothering the hell out of him.
To no one’s amazement, Reagan began to attract
a procession of the dead. Wrote Reagan, “I can talk
to horses, beat coeds, own pleasure
while signing autographs, and I sound
a little like a starling full of shadow.”
His speech cracked. Reagan kept beating
the drum, confused and split by television screens
where reality ends and fantasy begins. “The definition
of mouth keeps drifting,” Reagan said, “Why not
demolish thought?” The air was filled with charge
and counter-charge but there was no sign
Reagan was going to call the storm troopers
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for now. Reagan supported any kind of book burning
but he was careful to make no direct attack
on the best interests of the television stations
because he endorsed them as magic. “We do not
operate in a vacuum,” spoke Reagan to his ghost.
“Hell,” Reagan stated, “in the mind of someone
who wants to use it, arrives through an incision
from a bear showered with confetti.”
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Chapter Fifteen 
Do You Know What Happens 

When A Circle Prays For a Human?

Prayer person, does the politician in each instance
clearly buck? When they speak, they are in dead
face. In eaten God, watching. Nancy and Ronnie
resort with God in sun masses. Our knees ask
exactly the shape of that prayer victim with that degree
in answer fingers. For our whole legal system, Ron
can’t help but wonder and moo. By the back door,
Nancy stayed away from the relish bells tolling
in California, the same sorrow from the Capitol building.
A silence between speeches became good friends
with the devoted feminist after-dinner conversation.
The Reagans had not yet formally manifested shirt
sleeves with the ability to be soul winners, to begin
harvesting this love bomb. A White House rooted
in Jesus Christ suits for showing Nancy. Other
human beings can point and say, “If that is how
a Christian is supposed to look into Christianity’s
facial expressions, we can turn sharp words,
that red leather capturing our test film, into magic.”
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Chapter Fifteen
Landslide II

Reagan translated the memories of Richard Nixon
into sunshine dripping throughout the state. It was
piled up huge over the people with middle incomes.
Reagan’s awesome dick generated appreciable enthusiasm
at ceremonial functions. It is generally agreed that
Reagan tried to present a bouquet to a priest. “The landslide
brought us down,” Reagan said, and knocked over
two policemen. “Let me put it this way: I have nothing
else in mind but the sound of lines made within,” he said,
“the original dream – the idea before God – like listening
without a body, the most unique animal in history.
Strings on him. Strings without a world to govern.”
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Chapter Sixteen 
They Hardly Ever Thought Of Lincoln 

Nancy begins between jammed thumbs
through a red leather-bound second
nature--a full staff not everyone understands.
Some people have to be treat possible,
but there are those who would rather be
a “non campaign” mission in plush
initials. Ronnie usually sits up for hunting.
Nancy would spend whole afternoons
on rolling honey, clothing heat, and other
flashing inflation. A secret dresses tall,
some five or six long turning Pacifics
she admitted. “I just don’t light color without
difficulty. Some of my friends can be
a good swimmer whenever.” What ranch
does the future hold? Ronnie and Nancy
will continue, even if he never achieves
the presidency,  feeling a million melons.
He sounds like dead, middle-class gear
for strength. She is among voters.
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Chapter Sixteen
Believe In

“The sky is a fragile thing and is ours
by inheritance. And let there be no mistake
about this: I am omnipotent.
I pledge my support to all pornography
with bears. In the future, those unwilling
to abide by these truths will be coming home
grievously wounded. I believe in fiestas,
symphony, and grand pageantry. God –
I grapple with such things – but everything,”
Reagan suggested, “is H-Bombs and
semantics. All uncertainty one way
or the other. A question of semantics
operating with a kind of sleight of hand.
The dictionary isn’t a bad choice of words
but toboggan is unnecessary.”
Ronald Reagan was serious. “Only a tiny
percentage of birthdays need actual
snake pits.” Although the creative
reflected the optimistic, Reagan, amid
midnight, death, and sentences,
was perfect. The visible probing
the possible.
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Chapter Seventeen
O People

Ronald Reagan needed his personal staff
at the Aegean Stables. At midnight
the husky, balding Reagan holds the memos.
Otherwise, chaos would exist. “The Creative
will be possible. It’s something unemployed
people like: disorder, the future, the salvation
of speech, a chance to be remarkable or know
anything, everything, with no limit
on the body.” Reagan suffered under this.
“The flow is hard,” Mrs. Reagan maintained,
poised on an upright piano. “My philosophy
on toboggans will lead to a renaissance
of freedom and progress. The air fire
will sweep this country,” Reagan said.
“This is only the beginning.”
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Epilogue

American-tongued, Reagan stirs the dream
with strong adjectives and garbled syntax.
The white horse and the dark horse
are beating at my door. Reagan is aware
this book is being written.




